Location

Accomodations
Enjoy complete privacy in our spacious
lakefront cabins. Each non-smoking cabin
has fully equipped kitchens, hot water, full
indoor plumbing, three-season porches and
private boat docks. Linens and towels are
provided.
Guests have access to gas grills and can
relax in our hot tub, sauna or enjoy an outdoor
campfire.
Internet service is available in the main lodge.
We use solar sourced energy, along with
diesel generator backup, to ensure your
batteries will always be charged. All your
comforts have been considered. Visit our
website at www.manitouweatherstation.com
for rates, photos and detailed floor plans.
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or visit us on the web at:
www.manitouweatherstation.com
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To book your trip or get further information,
call us at: 1 (866) 561-5672
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Remotely located on Lower Manitou Lake in
the heart of Northwestern Ontario, Manitou
Weather Station is where the best of Canada’s
fly-in fishing destinations are located. Our GPS
coordinates are N49, 17.381`; W92, 56.429`.
Wherever your travels begin we can help you
with all the planning details in arriving at the
Manitou Weather Station dock.
Call or email us today and we will help your next
dream trip to the Manitou Weather Station
come true.
Manitou Weather Station

Fort Frances

A fishing experience
worth repeating.

Manitou Weather Station
P.O. Box 333 Fort Frances
Ontario, Canada P9A 3M7
info@manitouweatherstation.com
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History
Fishing
Outstanding fishing, with a variety of structures and lake depths, provide you with the
recipe for the best fishing trip of your life.

Northwestern Ontario is one of the top fly-in
fishing destinations in Canada and Lower
Manitou Lake is located right in the heart of it
all. With the lodge being located in the most
remote region of the lake, you are guaranteed
a peaceful wilderness vacation and the
opportunities to see a variety of wildlife.
The Royal Sovereign Gold Mine operated at
Lower Manitou Lake in the late 1800’s. Today
this site is home to the Manitou Weather
Station fishing lodge. The lodge’s unusual
name comes from its role in Canadian history.
In the 1980’s the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources collected weather information at
this site.
We invite you to become a part of history, visit
and learn about the many unique sites and lake
legends at the Manitou Weather Station.

The lake is famous for its hard fighting small
and large mouth bass; plentiful muskie, that
can reach over 50 inches (and the possibility
of the next world record catch); lake trout
from good eating right up to trophy size; and
consistently great northern pike.
To extend your fishing adventure, we have
access to nearby small lakes, offering many
more fishing opportunities.

Services
We offer a variety of trips from our full
service fly-in American plan to our boat-in
housekeeping plan – and many plans in
between. Boat taxi service is available.
Whatever your needs, we will help you plan
your dream trip.
We welcome you to visit the deep Ontario
wilderness. Gather in the lodge to share
the day’s fishing tales, enjoy the warmth of
the fire and the delicious home cooked
meals, provided with the American plan.
Our experienced guides will ensure you
have a great fishing adventure and savour
the taste of a traditionally prepared shore
lunch.
Our boat and motor equipment and attentive dock service will guarantee a comfortable and care free fishing experience.

